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ABSTRACT 

Six difftrent tschniques were used to delineate a 40 
year old trench boundary at Los Alamos National 
Labomtory- Data from historical aerial photographs, 
a magnetic gradient survey, airborne multispcccral 
and thermal inh-red imagery, seismic rsfmdon, DC 
resistivity, and &I field magn@mnetry were utilized 
in this process. Each data set indicatad a southern 
and northem edge far thc crcnch. Av-e locations 
and 95 percent canfidcnoe limits fix each edge were 
d d n e d  along a survey line perpendicular ta the 
trench. Trench edge locations were M y  consistent 
among all six techniques. Results from a modeling 
effort performod with the total m p e l i c  field data 
was the l~ast  tensistent. However, eeoh method 
pruvided unique and complemeatary information, and 
thc integration af all this infomation led to a mora 
cOrnpfOfO characterization of the trench boundaries 
and contsnts. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Thc Las Alamor National Labomtory (LANL), 
located m northern New Mexico (Fig. 1). has been 
engaged in cleaning up may of irS old hazardous 
wawe sites for a number of years. Past rem&, 
current and historical aerial photographs, satellite 
and airborne rwnote sensing, as well as geophysical 
surveys have all been used to charactotize waste sites. 
Tho effactive combination of these data has provided 
clear insight into defining problem areas, as well as 
indieatin where mmdetailed information might be required. T 
Historical aerial phatagraphy, remote sensing, and 
surface geophysics all supply non-intrusive data 
abut the physical parameters of a waste site, fiom 
which tho nacsssary characterization informatian may 
be derived. The usefulness of historical aerial 
photographs cbrSr iz ing  waste sites is well 
clocurnented.u"s The use of remote sensing dam for 
waste site characterizations is extremely varied and is 

d v i n g  increased interest tkom the scientific 
community. Multispectral (reflective) and thermal 
(omiugive) imagery can provide infmarion about 
disturbed ground, vegetation strcss, buried waste 
locations, mil moisture, and s~.tbsid~nnw.""~ Surf'ace 
geophpics are muIinely used for chamitmizing waste 
sites' 
(GPR), thermography, and total field magnetometry 
can be used to determine thc lwation and depth of 
buried objects at hazardous waste silea"-'2 No single 
technique is a "silver bullet" which can provide all 
the information necessBry for chamdenzing a site. 
CombinaciQns of remately sensed and geophysical 

For examplc, p u n d  Penetrating Radar 

Fig. 1. Location m p  of Los Alamoa National 
Labomtory. 



data, along with a variety of other data. can pvi& 
a mom thorough site description, A Goographic 
Information System (GIS) is particulatly adapt at 
storing and combining spatial data from dispruzte 
sources to aid in this process." 

11. STUDY SITE 

The Los Almos Narional Laboratory lies on the 
Pajarito Plateau on the eastern side of the Jemez 
mountains at an average elevation of 7,500 ft. The 
environment of the region i B  characterized as semi- 
arid @igh desert). The plateau is  comprised of  a 
series of narrow mesas and canyons. The mesas of 
the Pajanto Placoau am compowd p r h d l y  of 
Banddim Tuff, a series of ash-flow deposits rhat were 
formed 1 . 1  to IS rnilkn yeam ago. The tuff is soft 
and easily workable with power equipment. Soil 
cover on the mea tops in typically less than 4 ft 
deop. The vasto site for this work is known as 
Materials Disposal Area F (MDA-F) and is located 
on the northern edge of one ofthe rn- in the region 
(Fig. 2). 

Pig. 2. Material Disposal Site P as it appears today. 

MDA-F was used during World War ll far explosives 
testing and detonation of high explosive lenses. After 
the war, the area was u~ed fw tmnch burial of test- 
rclated, obaolace materials. Thc trcnchcs wcrc 
excavated through the top soil and into tbe tuff, aad 
then backfillad and c;@ with ~luyhtll ruK md aroil. 
The area hap been reclaimed by P o n d e m  Pine and 
herbacoous vsgotation. It is possible that high 
explosivss may havo been buried in the tr#Ghes. 
Therefore, it is important to identie and delineate the 
boundaries of the trench in the area so that intrusive 
sampling can be performud near the disposals wichour 
intempting the was&. Thc main bdul  trcnch at 
MDA-F was chosem fat thin study became it pmbably 
mntajtzs tho bulk of the buried wavto and is the 
largest of the four trenches at tho site. 

111. METHODOLOGY 

The datu sets used in this study have been gathered 
by different organizations, at different times, and for 

different reasons- Therefore, the actual integration of  
data was not performed in serial, but iterative 
fashion. Results from one method often required 
&IS be mVisited. These data mpmcnt two different 
views of tho pi@; a planar view @hotography, remote 
sensing, and magnetic gradient) and a cross-sectional 
view (seismics, DC resistivity, and total ficld 
magnetometry). These data were ef differing quality 
and coverage area. Therefhe, a survey line within 
the region of overlap was used to integrate the data 
and aid in ComJwiSon of results. 

Fig. 3. The survey lille ovorlaid on 1958 photograph 
of MDA-F. 

The survey line used was &fined approximately 
perpendicular to the edges of the trench (Fig. 3)- The 
north and south edges of the main east-west trcnch 
marked in Fig. 3 were the Wget fQf thin study. For 
each data set the location of the southern and 
northern trench edges are expressed as distances fiom 
the southern stake along the survey line. For 
aimplicity the derivation of the trench edges along the 
wrvey line was kated r s  Q one-dimensimal 
problem. That is, location emrs perpendicular to 
this l i e  were not addressed. 

The ~ O C E ~ ~ O U  error for the historical photography, 
remote sensmg, and mgnetic grsdient techniques 
comes from two souraes. First, zhe georeferencing of 
the data incurs some omr. Thc second source is from 
measut8mrmt o m .  "ha mcasummmt error depends, 
in pad, on the sampling resolution (spatial 
r ~ d u t h )  6f a h  tcchlliquc. A C O ~ ~ S C ~ V C  
estimate of &e total error for each of these techniques 
was obtained by adding the georefemcing and 
nnxmmmmc errors. The looation emx fix the other 
geephysical surveys is due to measwemat error only, 
since these surveys were deployed directly along the 
survey line. 

A- Hint0ric.l Aerirl Photography 

Historical aerial phorographs were analyzed to 
provide a physical history and preliminary mapping 
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information for charastenzing the sitc.'" Phetopphs 
were digiciwd by scanning. Digihl analysis of these 
phatogmphs allowed disparate views of h waste site 
to bo #an&& so that they matched a base image 
in scale, orientation, and extant This was especially 
useful for oblique photographs of thc wash site. The 
eamgistered images were studied individualry and 
collsctively to identify feeturts which were indicative 
of human activity at the site and to ptovide a 
physical history of n a t d  and human induced 
changes. The caegisted images were imported to a 
GIS and georefexenced to a 1991 base image. 
Boundaries of fealurcs such as suspected trenches and 
dishubed soil ware e x s a d  by on-ween digitizing. 

The base image used for geomferencing of the 
historical aerial photographs was a digha1 mosaic of 
two orthophotographs of the waste si&. These 
photographs were taken in 1991 at a wale of 1:1.200. 
Tbc baw image was g e o r e f d  to NMCSP 
eaordinates with on accuracy of 2.6 fk. The 
georeferencing accuracy of an image which is 
transformed to mat& this base image can be no 
b d h r  than 2.6 ft, and was conssnativdy cstimatcd 
by adding this e m  to the e m r  incurred in the 
tnrnsformation pK1cc$$. 

Vertical aorial photographs h m  a 1958 gutvey at 
1 :SO,OOO scalc show4 the trenches with the gmatmt 
clarity and with the highest accuracy of all the 
historical photographs (Fig. 3). The trenches 
appeared as dark ratangles with very bright, 
disturbed ground around them. The dark appuarancc 
of the trenches was probably due to f d s  which wmc 
growing on the refill material. This image w a s  
rectified to match the base image by using an affine 
transfornation and netuest neighbor teampling. The 
acouracy of the rectification was 3.3 R The total 
georeferencing accuracy was &mated to be 5.3 ft 
plus 2.6 fl, or 5.9 ft. 

The extent of the forb rsgrowth wm vectorized by 
manual on-screen digitization. These buadaries 
were assumed to represent the mnch edgea Even 
though the spatial resolution of this image WM high 
(0.3 ft p a  piwl). the bouodacies oftbcse features wae 
not well &finad. The measurement aooura~y of this 
visual in terpdon  was mtimted to be 3.3 ft. Thc 
survey linc voctor and the main trench boundary were 
inkrsected 60 that tho locations of the trench edgw 
along this line could brt determined. The southem 
and northem trench cdgcs as m e a d  along the 
survoy line fiom the southern staka wwe 48.2 ft and 
77.4 ft, rcxqwctively. The e m r  of those locations was 
esrimatad as tho sum of the georeferenoe and 
measurement cmm, or 9.2 ft. 

B. Remote Senrlng 

Tho DOE RGmote Sensing Labora~rty, ldcatcd at 
Ndlis AFB Nevada and managed by Bcchtel. used a 
Daedalus AADS 1268 Multispectral Scanner to 
collect imagery over LANL in June of 1994. The 
imagery consisted of both daytime muhispectral and 
predawn thermal IR acquisitions at a spatial 
resolution of 3.3 # per pixel." The imagery was 
imporLed to the GIS and g e o r e f e d  by using the 
1991 orthophoto mosaic as the base image. An 
affine transformation and nearcst noighbor 
msampling was used. The aocuracy ofthis 
transformation was 3.3 R. The total e m r  io 
georeferencing chis imagery was estimated by adding 
the hansEormatiolr error to the georeferencing error of 
the base image, or 5.9 ft. 

Tha daytime multispechal imagery included five 
bands which corresponded to reflected wavelengths of 
energy (0.45 to 2.35 mimns). The correlation 
b e e m  all pairs of r e f l e d  wauclmgth ban& was 
calculated. The three bands with the lcast correlation 
were used to create false color i m p .  The five 
bands of imagcry wma also used as mput to R 
principal oomponents analysis. Another hlse color 
image was created by using the first three principal 
component bands. 

The survey line was overlaid on these images and 
visually inspected. Ncither false color image was 
able to provide information about the trench locations 
along the s w e y  iino. The land cover over the 
trenches is very similar to the surrounding land cover, 
so the boundary between the two was not easily 
distinguished. However, disturbed ground around thc 
benches fiDm past activity and more reccnt 
dish&- was enhand.  An old access road. not 
d t y  &kctable on the ground nor fiom recent color 
aerial photogmapby, was easily distinguished in both 
af dw false color images. The extent of this disturbed 
ground matched the -tal cxtant noted in the 1958 
aerial photo. However, an exact comparison was 
hampered due to the Pondorosa Pine which cover the 
site. 

The pre-daw thermal imagery was also analyzed 
The thermal image was linearly enhanced and h e  
sumcy line was ovdaid. A thermal anomaly was 
visible at the location of the survey line and was 
assumed to cornlato with the main trench. This 
wtomaly had a cooler brightness temperature than rhe 
sumsunding area. The north and south edges of the 
henna1 anomaly were digitized as points along the 
survey line. These positions were rhen tnmufomed 
from NMCsP coordinates t4 distances fmm thc 
sourhow stake along the m e y  linc. The locations 
of thc southem and northern trench 4 g e s  were 47.9 ft 



and 89.9 9 rospactively. The meastmcntnt error of 
this visual intarpmtation was estimated to be 3.3 ft. 
The e m r  of these locations wax estimated by adding 
the georefmncing and measurement erns, or 9.2 ft.. 

C- Magnetic Gradient Survey 

The Idaho Nationd Engineering Laboratory (INEL) 
used an innovative instrument called the Rapid 
Geophysical Surveyor (RGS) to p e r f m  a magnctic 
gradient survey over a portion of MDA-F.16 The 
RGS recorded magnetic gradient data, in units of 
nanoTesla per meter, for the vcrtical ~mponen t  of tbe 
magnetic field over the waste piitc. Thc magnetic 
field over the site is influcmcd by ferrous materials 
either lying on the surface or buried at various &pths. 
The RGS was used t~ collect magnotic data over a 
212 by 596 foot am. The corners of this area were 
surveyed to detmine their NMCSP coordinates. The 
RGS was pushed along a w e y  lines in a south to 
north Ciircction This procesrs was then repeated by 
suweying from north to south. The data was reduced 
to an evenly spaced, gridded set with a 1 foat 
inwwa1, which created an image of magnetic 
anomalies at the site. Analysis of spatial patterns 
and won& in this image was used to derive scvon 
different anmdy areas. Profiles through the data 
rcvcald several magnetic sigmures which wcn: 
rqwatd at various locations. These s i g n a m s  
helped to interpret the shape, orienmion, Qpth, an3 
size of thc furrxxmgnetic objects, 

The image was imported ta the GIs and 
georderenced. The image was gcMeferencd by using 
the NMCSP c o o r d i ~  of rhc four corners of the 
survey area. An affino Mlnsformatinn and newest 
neighbor resampling were used. The location 
accuracy of the surveyed cornor locations was 1 .O 
foot. The a c c m q  of the tnnsfonnation was also 
1.0 foat. The total georeferencing e m  WM estimated 
by adding these errom, or 2.0 ft. The survey line 
v e w x  was ullrrsl t~ errtract a profile of the magnetic 
gradient values from the image. The trench odgelr 
were idantified as two small amplitude rises in the 
ptofilo. The midsection of this profile, in between the 
two rises, contained large amplitude fluduations due 
to numerous piem of ferromagmic muterial within 
the tretlch boundary. The location of the trenoh cdges 
we= assumd to be the peaks of the nvo small rises. 
The southern and northam trench edges relative to the 
southern stake were 81.0 and 44.0 fk, respectively. 
The measurement error was cstitimated to be one half 
of the one foot sampling intawall. The location error 
was &hated to be the sum of the georefemncing and 
rncasurenwnt errors, or 2.5 ft. 

D. Other Gaophyoical Methods 

The Summer of Applied Geophysical Experimffi 
(SAGE) is an intensive three week studant program 
which oancenhates on the theory and hands-on 
application of current geophysical technology to 
gcalogical and environiiiental publem." Thc 
students and faculty of the SAGE '95 program had 
the opportunity to conduct various geophysical 
measumments of the main ncnch at MDA-F on June 
27 and 28. Three diffemt ~ h n i q u e s  were used to 
determine the location, dimensions, and contents of 
the trench. The techniques used were seismics, JX! 
resistiviiy, and rrmp&ics. 

The gGophysic&l data gathered by these three methods 
were processed to determine the location of the north 
and south trench edges relative to the southern smkc 
position. Information about the width and deprll of 
the trench were also derived, as well as qualitative 
infurmatian about its contents. These surveys were 
deployed in the field along the wrvcy line. The edge 
locations were expressed as distanocs along this line 
relative to the southern end. Therefore, giaomfmncing 
error was not included in thc wassrncnt of t h G  
location error. The location emr was assumed to 
equal the measurement emor. 

1- Seismic Retkaction 

Seismic recordings were taken along tbrce linea 
Eoch line was 141 ft long and conttlincd 45 
geophones spaced 3.0 ft apart, Eight shot points 
were placed along each survey line. They were 
spaced I8 ft apart, and placed halfway between rhe 
two nearerrt geophones. Each line was stamd with a 
shot point 1.5 ft beyond the tirsr geophanc, A 
hammer WBY used as a seismic wave source at each 
shot p4nt. Tweive shots were made at each location 
and the signals from the geophones wcrc nxorded by 
a seismogram. The twelve records were stackod b 
reduce signal noise and form one rtcord fix each shot 
point. Two lines, isolatad fiom any obvious 
excavation, were shot for vclocity control. The third 
line was shot across tho trench. 

A two layur, infinits half-space model was assumed. 
The first layer was the top soil and trench fill 
material and the second layer was tho surrounding 
Bandelier Tuff. The soil and trench fill were assumed 
to have about the same seismic velocity. First 
arrival timo picks were difficult due to the noisc 
cncountcd on tho firrthest six geophones f'rom thc 
shot point. Travel time curves were plotted for owh 
of the shot points along the survey line. The i n m h  
edges were s e ~ n  as distinct changes in the slope of tho 
travel time c~rves. The velocity insidc the trench was 
fapter than the surrounding tuff. 'f'hc ttavol times 



w w  processed usin8 a program d l e d  SIPT2." This 
program attumpts to define topography on a 
refracling inbrfacw using time delays and ray tracing 
in an automatic manner. Early rcsultd, wing this 
code wcro oncauraging, however, closer inspection 
revealod thttt the models produced by this process 
were inadequate. 

4 very flexible system was dovised for models 
t i i i f i e d  as polygonal prisms.'9 Any number of 
hyers or bodies can be specified, each one having an 
N-sided polygonal autline. A velocity function is 
specified for each polygon. This specificstian is very 
convenient far intoIprdation. but not for wmputation. 
The travel tirnas a= computed by rasterizing chc 
velocity diRttibution onto a grid. The craval times are 
then computed using a finite differen- waveffont 
axaapolation code. A second gcneratian wavefront 
Wmpolation code is used, which hiw none of the 
limitations of the early Vidale (1 988) metMm3' 
This code is used IO d e l  in thc forward sense only. 
Models are defined a priori and the results evaiuted. 
The model is not automatically d e f i n e d  This 
permitted the resting of somc very simple hypotheses 
about the excavations, which could not be evaluazed 
by the Rimrock s0fhVat.c: or simple flat layered 
models. 

It WES possible to constrain the width of the trench 
very accurately by inspection of the travel time 
cuwes. The error in tho measurement of the total 
width of tb trench is approximately equal to o m  
geophone interval, or 3.0 fL The two velocity contra1 
lines dotmriinecl the tuff and sail vclacirics UY b 
2900 A per 500 and 750 ft per sec, respectivdy. Tho 
avorage soil depth was estimated to ba about twn R. 
Tho wench was modeled as a vertical sided rectangle, 
overlain by mil. The fill material is characterized by 
a velocity of 1200 to 1300 ft per SBO. The depth wns 
estimated to be 18 fi 4th an lrccuracy of 3.3 ft. This 
is about hvice the de@ determined fiom the earlier 
models. The dilkrcnw is due in part to the 
recogninon that the velocity of the fill matutiiil is 
faster than thc soil by almost a factor of two. 

It b o c m  detu in the modeling that thc arrivals on 
the far s i 6  of the trench from the shot point were 
shadowed by the trench and had a very poor signal to 
noim ratio. This had c a u d  fdso identif5cations of 
latot amving energy as the initial P-wave. Thew 

were repicked, but in some oases the true first 
arrivals we= simply lost in the wisc. These falsely 
identifid arrivals had a very deletcriew effect on the 
SlPT2 delay time based models. Critically refracted 
waves, propagating up the vertical side of the pit, on 
the far side k r n  thc shot point, are identifkd. Thcvc 
unusual atrivals are very sensitive to thc pit depth. 
Some indications of asymmetry in the trench 

gwmetry have not been pursued at this time. I t  
would be instructive to rerun the SIPT2 processing 
with the improved tim@ picks and velocity 
information. 

The model implia a rectanbdar pit 30 A wide and 
18 A deep. lnvpcction of the inodeled cross section of 
the mnch shape provided information about thc 
location of the trench edges. The nonhcrn and 
southern trench edges relative to the xouthcrn trtake 
position were 47.9 ft and 89.9 ft, respedively, The 
error in tbese locations was cstirnated to be one 
geophone interval (3.0 ft)- 

2. DCRaistivity 

A p p n t  resistivity mcasuromenfs were taken with a 
transmimt and mmiver interval of 3.3 A 1 mctcr) in a 
dipladipole configuration. The distance beLwccn the 
transmitter and Teceiver dipoles was changed in 3 3  
f i t  intervals. The relative positioning of lransmittcr 
and receiver was vaned dong thc survey line in the 
folluwing manner. The t r s n d a r  diplo was placed 
so that ib midpoint was over the southern stake. The 
rweiver dipole was placed so that its midpoint was 
two meters away fmm the midpoint of the 
transmitter. A geometric factor was used to index the 
parition of the receiver. The first position WSL! given 
w index af One. A Dc, elecrric cumnt Of lOSV than 
half an ampere was passed into thc ground by the 
transmitter. The voltage across thc vies of the 
receiver was me& Appamt resistivity, in units 
of ohm meters, wa$ calculated by dividing the 
receiver voltaga by the transmitter current and 
multiplying by the geometric fkctor. The receiver 
dipole was moved so that its midpoint was firto 
mebm away iivm the midpoint of the transmittor. 
The geometric factar was changed to a value of two. 
ElcCtric ammot was passed through the ground again. 
The voltage was measured at thc rccqiver. and an 
apparent resistivity was calculated. Thie p-rocess was 
repeated until &e receiver dipole had been moved six 
mare times. Thmefore., the geometric factor was 
varied fmm o m  to eight. "be midpoint of the 
ttansmikter dipole was then moved 3.3 €I along tho 
survcy line and the process was repeated. A Lobi1 of 
23 transmimr positions and eight receiver positions 
per transmitter position were u d .  

A psoudo-&on of the apparent resistivity maaswed 
by varying the relative positioning of thc tramitter 
and receiver dipoles was made. A conwur plot of 
apparent resistivity was crcated from this pwudo- 
section. Tha trench edges were indicated by distinct 
divergences of the contow lines, called "pants lcgs" at 
the top of the plor (ground surface). This effect is 
caused by a build up of charge (galvanic cffit) at the 
inteifaoe of thc trench fill and the surrounding 
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Bandelier Tuff. The contour plot also indicated that 
chc tronch is tssibltive overall with a central resistivity 
of 140 ohm meters and an avemge value of 65 ohm 
metem. The center positions of the "pants legs" in 
the pseudo-section plot were assumed to reprtsent the 
locations of the trench edges. The notthem and 
wthera trcnch tdgcs rclativc ta L o  Bouthorn &O 

were 50.2 ft and 77.1 Ft mpectiveiy. The location 
enor was ustimated to be one half ef the dipole 
interval (1.7 ft). 

3. Total Field M8gnetomcky 

A prom prcccssion magnetometer was used to 
measwe the total magnetic field strength along the 
survey line. The magnetic strength wits measured in 
units of nonoTedas by traversing the survey line in 
1.6 f-t (0.5 meter) intervals. A -tic signature 
was created by graphing the field strength vclsug the 
position along the survey line. 

The trench was modeled as a metallic, ractangdar 
prism anomaly with an east-west strike.lz This 
model expresses the tutal magnetic field as a function 
of the width of the body, depth fiom the wrfact to the 
top of the bodyJ depth frpm tbe surface to the bottmn 
of the body, and the center position of the body. 
Consbnts in the model were &e polarization 
diredon, the magnetic susceptibility, and rhc 
inclination of the local magnetic field. Tho mgional 
magnetic trend was assumed IO bc Unaar and was 
mnovd from thu data by farciag the two end points 
of the magnetic signature to touch the m e  l h e  ef the 
graph. The variablus in ths model were changed 
until the calculated signatwe matched thc m c s s d  
signatune as closely as possible. The fit was 
dotarmined subjectively, 

The results of the modeling were an anomaly width 
of 18.4 4 5.3 fi from the surfwe to the topJ 23.6 ft 
from the surface to the bottom, and a center position 
of 72.2 f€ away from the southern stake. The location 
of the southern trench edge was calculated as half the 
width subtracted from the center position, or 63.0 R 
The location of the northern trench edge was 
calculated as half the width added to the center 
poXition, or 81.4 ft. The location e m  was estimsted 
to be 6.6 it This astimate was derived from a 
sensitivity analysis of thn mathematical model. 

Further analysis lead to tho conclusion that he edge 
locarions derived from modeling of the total magnetic 
field measurements were probably very mdiable. 
Evidence against the model used in this analysis was 
provided by the magnetic gradient and DC resistivity 
sumcys. These surveys did not support the 
assumption of a solid mass of metal buried at depth. 
They implied an abundance of refill meterial with 
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some fkomagnetic objects dispersed within the 
trench. Therefore, the locations derived from the 
modeling of tbe roral field magnetometry data was 
excluded fmm the mst of the analysis. 

JV. SYNTHESIS 

The location of the northern and southern trench edges 
as determined from all six techniques are summarized 
in Table 1 and visuaNy in Fig. 4. Best estimates for 
the edge locations and 95 percent confidence intervals 
for these positions were sought. The statistics for this 
analysis were difieult to evaluate due to a lack of 
numerous samples of the edge Locations for each 
technique. Assumptions were made about the 
distribution of the mean trench edge locations. The 
population of all possible mean locations for a 
particular edge was assumed to be mrmally 
distributed. Tha mean of this distribution was 
assumed to bc cqual to thc avwagc of tha locations 
denred from cach tcchoiquc. Thc variancc was 
assumed to be dependent on the variances due to 
differences between thc ttchniqw and differcdccs in 
the measurement errors for each method. 

Fig. 4. Data results overlaid on 1958 image of the 
site. Meas~lromants am in ft- 

The best estimates of the trench edge locations were 
derived by taking the average of the locations for 
each edge. The mean location ofthe southem edge is 
47.6 A with R standard deviation of 2.2 ft, Thc m a n  
location of the northern edge is 83. I ft with a 
standard deviation of 6.4 @., This suggests a width 
of 35.5 fk. It was assumed that the variance of these 
positions coma fiwn two yources. The first is the 
variance batween techniques. This was estimated by 
s+ariag tk stanJlrnl duviationo o f  the best 
estimates, which yields 4.8 for the muthem edge 



and 41.0 f@ for thonorthem edge. The second SOWEB 
is the total variance due to the different measurcmmt 
errors fbr each technique. The total me86uoemMlt 
emr vadancrr was estimated as the average df the 
individual measurement variances, or 30.4 fi2 - The 

total variances were calculated as the sum of the 
variances attributed to differences in tecbniqw and 
measumnmt error, w 35.2 
and 71.4 tt2 for the notthcm edge. 

for the southern edga 

The 95 petcent confidence inmmal depends on the 
standard twor of the best estimate locations The 
standard e m  of the best esrimato loeations was 
dczivsd by dividing the total variances for these 
posidws by five (the number of data W )  and taking 
the square root. The standard mls were 2.6 ft and 
3.8 ft for the southem md northern edges, 
t~~spedvely. The standard ~rrors were multiplied by 
a Student's t-VdUG of 2.776 (4 degrees or r r d m )  to 
cdculate the half widths of the 95 percent confidence 
intervals. Thaw half widths were 7.2 ft for tho 
sourhem edge and 10.5 ft for the northem edge. 
These valuos were added Md subtracted to the 
associated mcan edge locations to f m  tho 95 percent 
confidence intervals. The interval for the sotdwm 
edge is 40.4 ft to 54.8 ft, and 72.6 ft to 93.6 ft for the 
n&rn cdge. The best estimates f ir  the edge 
lmcions and the 95 percent confidence intervals ate 
shown in Figure 4. 

The trench edges delineated from each data sot ware 
fairly consistent. Tho rwdts from the modeling effort 
p o d d  with the rOki magnetic field dam were tho 
least consistent. The southern edge of the m c h  
appears less well twolved than the nodiem edge. It 
is unclear what is oausing this effect. The historical 
aerial photography and remote sensing ( t h c d  
infrared) imagery generally have a higher l d o n  
aror than the geophysical data S&S. The lower 
a~cura~y was caused by lhc pmpagation of m o r s  
encountered in georcfotrsncing thew data as well as 
thc general lack of detail in thase images. The edge 
locatiom fiom the E resistivity analysis seem to 
suggest a smaller width than the other techniques. 
The edge facations from the pre-dawn thermal 
imagery and thc modeling analysis of thc seismic 
data seem to be vcry consistent. The 95 p w w t  
confidence intervals are reasonable givcm the 

vasiances between techniquus and the differences in 
mcrryurmnent error for each method. 

V. CONCLUSION 

All six dab sets indicated the existence of the main 
trench in unique and complementmy ways. The 
historical aerial photographs and remorely sensed 
imagery provided an overall view of the site and 
identified whore more detailed and labor intensive 
geophysical surveys should be deployed. The b n c h  
was idcntificd as a dark, rectangular patch of 
anomalous vegetation in the hisbrical aerial 
photography. The predawn thermal hagory 
indicated a cooler brighmess temperaturn for the 
trench. The refraction technique pmvided the best 
information about the depth of the trench, while the 
magnetic @en8 and DC resistivity techniques 
provided the best qualitative infornution about its 
contents. Tho analysis of the seismic refhetion data 
estimated the depth of the mnch to be 18 fi- The 
model used m process the total field magnetometry 
data w88 prebably inappropriate given the 
information from the magnetic gradient and DC 
resisriVity surveys. Analyses of the magnetic 
gradient and Dc resistivity data tiuggtSlt that the 
tmch wtains  numews pieces of fcrmmagnetic 
material dispersed within a large amount of resistive 
refill material. The GXS was very useful for 
oqpnizing and combining the spatial information 
from the various sutveys, 

This work was a limitcd attcmpt at integrating data 
firnh disparate sources. A mom in-depth and rigorous 
study should be performed. Inc tcad  sampling of the 
trench &e by each technique should be attempted to 
sumrt a more well defined statisdeal analysis. The 
jnnaased sampling should bc p o r f o d  along the 



I .  

same survey line. Alternatively, other s w o y  lines 
could be used so that the edges of the trench am 
sampled over Ihe antire length of the trench. This 
design might he ursetirl for creating a map of the 95 
percent confidence intervals around the trench, Data 
from ocber suttace geuphysical tcchiquss would be 
wful, s w h  as ground penctmting radar and transient 
eledrwnagdcs. 
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